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Concordia University

Art Education

MA

2 year
FT

The MA in Art Education is designed to help students develop a critical
understanding of the field of art education, and introduces them to past
and current trends, as well as to theories and practices that influence
the teaching of visual arts. Students engage in the program of study
best suited to their particular academic and professional goals by
choosing either the thesis option or the courses option. Graduates go
on to a wide range of professional positions in schools, museums and
cultural services.

http://art-education.concordia.ca/
graduate/ma-in-art-education/

Concordia University

Studio Arts, Print Media

MFA

5 terms
FT

The Print Media concentration of the MFA in Studio Arts program provides a multidisciplinary environment for the investigation of contemporary print practices. The program supports photo-digital and print-based
processes in intaglio, lithography, screenprint, digital print and book
arts, as well as an expanding range of new media practices including
computer graphics, internet art, e-publishing, animation and installation.
You will be encouraged to master professional print skills and examine
the aesthetics and theory of print practice. Recent thematic topics include narrative, hypertext, databases, networks and cultural aesthetics.

http://studio-arts.concordia.ca/
graduate-programs/mfa-studioarts/print-media/index.php

Emily Carr University

Applied Arts
Design/Media Arts/Visual Arts

MAA

21 months
Resident

The focus of the program is on individual and/or collaborative research
informed by contemporary issues and developed through ongoing
analysis and critique. Students work together, approaching diverse
concerns and research interests from their respective disciplinary
perspectives. Course work in critical studies and studio disciplines
reference and explore common threads in critical methodologies.

http://www.ecuad.ca/programs/
gradstudies

28 months
Low Res

Emily Carr University
BCIT, Simon Fraser,
UBC Partnership

Digital Media

MDM

12 months
FT + Internship

With input from both academia and industry, the program’s curriculum
is uniquely designed to meet new and expanding digital media markets.
Through team-based, industry-facing projects and a four-month internship, students develop the professional skills required to be effective
creators, producers, and leaders in the digital media industry.

http://www.ecuad.ca/programs/
gradstudies

McGill University

Communication
and New Media

MA

12 months

The M.A. program in Communication and New Media at McMaster University offers the opportunity for students to gain experience in independent communication studies research and/or multimedia design at the
graduate level, while developing advanced knowledge in communication
theories and methodologies, and cultivating their interest in one or more
subspecialties in this interdisciplinary program (such as media studies,
discourse analysis, performance studies, video art, audience studies,
computer-mediated methodologies).

http://graduate.mcmaster.ca/
prospective-students/programsoffered/humanities/520-command-new-media

NSCAD University

Design

MDes

12 months

The Master of Design is a one-year program. Over the course of three
semesters, beginning in May of every year, students take 42 credits of
prescribed Studio and Liberal Arts and Sciences courses, and complete
a graduate thesis/degree project. The emphasis of the Program is on
practice-led research, hence every student’s degree project will be one
that focuses on new knowledge gained through reflective practice.
Students will present their research through their design work, accompanied by an extended written paper; by a public presentation, and in
appropriate circumstances in a group exhibition.

http://nscad.ca/en/home/
academicprograms/graduate/
mdes.aspx
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OCAD University

Digital Futures

MA
MDes
MFA

12 months
FT

The Graduate Program in Digital Futures responds to the increasingly
important and sophisticated role of digital technology as a “magical
catalyst” for integrating societal, cultural and economic change.
Students in the program essentially participate in and prepare for
Renaissance 2.0 — the global digital revolution that fuses together
disruptive technology and new thought leadership. This revolution
is catalyzing our innovation in digital applications, products, media
content, practices and services.

http://www.ocadu.ca/programs/
graduate_studies/digital_futures.htm

OCAD University

Inclusive Design

MDes

2 year
Low Res

Inclusive Design is design that is inclusive of the full range of human
diversity with respect to ability, language, culture, gender, age and other
forms of human difference. The focus of the Master of Design (MDes) in
Inclusive Design will be on building expertise in inclusive digital media,
information communication technologies (ICT) and practices. This innovative program will produce graduates with the capacity to form, lead
and sustain a much-needed community of expertise on digital inclusion,
which will span multiple sectors.

http://www.ocadu.ca/programs/
graduate_studies/inclusive_design.
htm?

OCAD University

Strategic Foresight
and Innovation

MDes

1 year
FT

Recognizing the increasing importance that design thinking can play
in positively impacting society, enhancing business success and
managing organizational change, students in the program address the
complex dilemmas of contemporary society. The program focuses on
the application of foresight and design innovation methods to develop
solutions that are transformative and sustainable—economically and
environmentally—and that address human needs.

http://www.ocadu.ca/programs/
graduate_studies/mdes_strategic_
foresight_innovation.htm?

Possible PT?

OCAD University

Interdisciplinary
Master’s in Art,
Media and Design

MA
MDes
MFA

FT/PT

The Interdisciplinary Master’s in Art, Media & Design (IAMD) challenges
students to investigate, research, and produce creative works that
combine art, design, and interdisciplinary academic study to create new,
hybrid forms of visual and social research and creative production. The
student’s primary discipline and chosen emphasis between art or design
studio practice and theoretical inquiry will determine whether the degree
earned is an MFA, MDes, or MA.

http://www.ocadu.ca/programs/
graduate_studies/interdisciplinary_
masters_in_art_media_and_design.
htm?

Royal Roads
University

Professional
Communication

MA

2 year
Low Res

The MA in Professional Communication program provides a broad
understanding of communication as a human activity. Graduates will
be able to function in environments that require effective team-work,
adaptability, strategic planning, intercultural mediation, and a sophisticated understanding of interpersonal discourse. Additionally, they
will excel in the integration of written and verbal communications with
digital technologies.

http://www.royalroads.ca/
prospective-students/masterarts-professional-communication

Ryerson University
York University
Partnership

Communication
& Culture

MA
PhD

N/A

Drawing on faculty from many programs in both universities, the
Program’s curriculum is structured around three flexible areas of study
– Media & Culture, Politics & Policy, Technology In Practice: Applied
Perspectives. Drawn from a number of disciplines, the distinguished
faculty collectively represent a breadth of perspectives and professional
experience in communications, the social sciences, humanities, media,
and fine arts. All professors have strong records of achievement in scholarship and/or professional activity and many are internationally known.

http://www.ryerson.ca/graduate/
programs/comcult/
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Ryerson University

Spatial Analysis

MSA

1 year
FT

The program is designed to focus on current practice involving GIS
tools, and the concepts that are needed for practitioners. These
practitioners include people working in a wide variety of areas in
government, business, NGOs, and academia. The MSA can be
completed on a full-time (one year) or a part-time (two year) basis.

http://www.ryerson.ca/graduate/
programs/spatial/

Our graduate students are engaged in critical, cutting-edge research in
fields ranging from cultural studies, to political economy, to the philosophy of technology. Indeed, the breadth of scholarship that characterizes
the School’s Graduate Program is one of the hallmarks of the Program’s
reputation for excellence on an international scale, a reputation that continues to grow as the School negotiates the many innovative directions
in which our students are constantly moving. We are in every sense
committed to the principles of teaching excellence; the imperative for
a nuanced, critical analysis of contemporary culture; and the fostering
of an intellectual climate in which our students can realize their full
intellectual potential.

http://www.cmns.sfu.ca/graduate/

SIAT’s graduate program focuses on the technological change that is
radically reshaping our world today. We believe that intellectual diversity
and multiple perspectives are essential to address such change. Views
and research traditions from design, art, the humanities, science and
technology are all part of our community. We offer Master of Arts,
Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy degrees. Admission to the
program depends on prior academic preparation, intended focus of
study, and academic research match/availability

http://www.siat.sfu.ca/

2 year
PT
Simon Fraser
University

Communication

MA
PhD

N/A

Simon Fraser
University

Interactive Arts
and Technology

MA
MSc
PhD

N/A

Simon Fraser
University

Publishing

MPub

16 month
FT

The Master of Publishing (MPub) program is the only program in Canada
to offer a postgraduate degree in publishing, and is the country’s premier training ground for publishing professionals. We provide tomorrow’s
industry leaders with the tools needed to guide publishing enterprises
through a dynamic and fast-paced environment.

http://tkbr.ccsp.sfu.ca/education/
master-of-publishing/

Simon Fraser
University

Arts Education

MA
MEd
PhD

N/A

Our Arts Education programs provide students with knowledge to help
develop creativity, problem solving, multiple modes of communication,
self discipline, and critical thinking skills that can be implemented in a
variety of traditional and non-traditional educative environments. The
Arts Education MEd program is a course work only degree culminating
in a portfolio/ interview examination. All students enter graduate work in
Arts Education through the MEd route.

http://www.educ.sfu.ca/gs/areasof-study/artseducation.html

Ryerson University
York University
Partnership

Communication
& Culture

MA
PhD

N/A

Drawing on faculty from many programs in both universities, the
Program’s curriculum is structured around three flexible areas of study
– Media & Culture, Politics & Policy, Technology In Practice: Applied
Perspectives. Drawn from a number of disciplines, the distinguished
faculty collectively represent a breadth of perspectives and professional
experience in communications, the social sciences, humanities, media,
and fine arts. All professors have strong records of achievement in scholarship and/or professional activity and many are internationally known.

http://www.ryerson.ca/graduate/
programs/comcult/
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University of
British Columbia

Art Education

MA
MEd

N/A

Not available through URL provided

Cannot link to URL

University
of Alberta

Design in
Visual Communications

MDes
PhD

2 year
FT (MDes)

In Visual Communication Design our approach is interdisciplinary. We
are interested in information, communication, instruction and education,
and do not deal with consumer product advertising or the promotion of
commercial service industries.

http://www.artdesign.ualberta.ca/
Graduate/Design_Studies/Visual_
Communication_Design.aspx

University
of Alberta

Industrial Design

MDes

N/A

The approach of the Industrial Design program toward the profession
and the creative process emphasizes: research, critical analysis,
problem identification, concept development, innovation, functional
requirements, appropriate technology, human factors, aesthetic criteria
and social responsibility, so that a product meets the needs of the user
according to a very broad frame of reference.

http://www.artdesign.
ualberta.ca/Graduate/
Design_Studies/
Industrial_Design.aspx

University
of Alberta

History of Art, Design
and Visual Culture

MA
PhD

2 year
FT (MA)

The Department of Art and Design at the University of Alberta offers students exciting and rigorous programs leading to Masters and Doctoral
degrees in the History of Art, Design and Visual Culture. HADVC emphasizes critical thinking about how the world is mediated by technologies
of vision, images and material objects. We offer a range of courses
on modern and contemporary art and theory, design, new media, the
graphic arts, and museum practices.

http://www.artdesign.ualberta.ca/
Graduate/History_of_Art_Design_
and_Visual_Culture.aspx

University
of Alberta

Communications
and Technology

MA

2 year
PT (MA)

The Communications and Technology Graduate Program at the University of Alberta offers a theoretical, historical and practical examination of
communications in the era of the Internet, social media and the mobile
phone. We help people discover and apply the communications ideas
and technologies of tomorrow.

http://www.mact.ualberta.ca/

The graduate program in Communication and Culture at the University of
Calgary invites students to pursue their academic interests in the critical
study of communication and culture. We offer a stimulating and dynamic
environment, a community of students from around the world, and a
faculty dedicated to fostering an environment in which students can
reach their full academic potential. We offer interdisciplinary scholarship
and rigorous theoretical and methodological grounding and we encourage students to develop unique programs of study that reach beyond
traditional topical boundaries.

http://comcul.ucalgary.ca/
graduate

Online

University
of Calgary

Communication
& Culture

MA
PhD

N/A
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University of
British Columbia

Art Education

MA
MEd

N/A

Not available through URL provided

Cannot link to URL

University
of Alberta

Design in
Visual Communications

MDes
PhD

2 year
FT (MDes)

In Visual Communication Design our approach is interdisciplinary. We
are interested in information, communication, instruction and education,
and do not deal with consumer product advertising or the promotion of
commercial service industries.

http://www.artdesign.ualberta.ca/
Graduate/Design_Studies/Visual_
Communication_Design.aspx

University
of Alberta

Industrial Design

MDes

N/A

The approach of the Industrial Design program toward the profession
and the creative process emphasizes: research, critical analysis,
problem identification, concept development, innovation, functional
requirements, appropriate technology, human factors, aesthetic criteria
and social responsibility, so that a product meets the needs of the user
according to a very broad frame of reference.

http://www.artdesign.
ualberta.ca/Graduate/
Design_Studies/
Industrial_Design.aspx

University
of Alberta

History of Art, Design
and Visual Culture

MA
PhD

2 year
FT (MA)

The Department of Art and Design at the University of Alberta offers students exciting and rigorous programs leading to Masters and Doctoral
degrees in the History of Art, Design and Visual Culture. HADVC emphasizes critical thinking about how the world is mediated by technologies
of vision, images and material objects. We offer a range of courses
on modern and contemporary art and theory, design, new media, the
graphic arts, and museum practices.

http://www.artdesign.ualberta.ca/
Graduate/History_of_Art_Design_
and_Visual_Culture.aspx

University
of Alberta

Communications
and Technology

MA

2 year
PT (MA)

The Communications and Technology Graduate Program at the University of Alberta offers a theoretical, historical and practical examination of
communications in the era of the Internet, social media and the mobile
phone. We help people discover and apply the communications ideas
and technologies of tomorrow.

http://www.mact.ualberta.ca/

The graduate program in Communication and Culture at the University of
Calgary invites students to pursue their academic interests in the critical
study of communication and culture. We offer a stimulating and dynamic
environment, a community of students from around the world, and a
faculty dedicated to fostering an environment in which students can
reach their full academic potential. We offer interdisciplinary scholarship
and rigorous theoretical and methodological grounding and we encourage students to develop unique programs of study that reach beyond
traditional topical boundaries.

http://comcul.ucalgary.ca/
graduate

Online

University
of Calgary

Communication
& Culture

MA
PhD

N/A
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University
of Calgary

Environmental
Design

MEDes
PhD

N/A

The MEDes Thesis program is intended for those wishing to expand
their current professional or design related backgrounds with advanced
interdisciplinary practice-based research and study. Blurring traditional
disciplinary definitions, students undertake their studies in one or
more of our core thematic areas: ecological design, urban systems
design, technological systems design, human and cultural systems
design. Each represents the scholarly, professional practice and
research strengths necessary to critically engage the broad scope of
environmental design inquiry.

http://evds.ucalgary.ca/
content/program-overview

University
of Lethbridge

New Media

MFA

2 year
FT

The Master of Fine Arts (M.F.A.) degree program offers students the
opportunity to pursue an advanced degree in the Departments of Art,
Theatre and Dramatic Arts, or New Media. Spirited experimentation
with artistic and performance techniques, on a foundation of theory
and critical thought, as well as the application of new technology are
an important and integral parts of the Faculty of Fine Arts.

http://www.uleth.ca/
graduatestudies/content/masterfine-arts

Carleton University

Design

MDes

2 year
FT

The Master of Design (MDes) is a research-focused program for
candidates with prior design training or professional experience who
want to probe more deeply into the theoretical and research issues
related to design research, interdisciplinary design development and
strategic design planning that adds new knowledge to the design field.
The MDes program enables graduates to positively affect the greater
integration of design principles, methodologies and interdisciplinary
design development processes into private and public sector business
practice. The School of Industrial Design provides a collaborative
graduate studio space, a sensor lab and prototyping labs.

http://graduate.
carleton.ca/programs/
design-masters/

Carleton University

Human-Computer
Interaction

MA
MASc
MSc

2 year
FT

This program helps students make sense out of the rapidly changing
world of technology. It focuses on ways computer systems support people at work, at home and at play. What makes our program distinctive is
that it is interdisciplinary, allowing students to tailor their program based
on a common core. Students can specialize in one of three programs: a
Master of Arts (MA) for emphasis on human factors, a Master of Applied
Science (MASc) for emphasis on new media technology and design or a
Master of Computer Science (MCS) for emphasis on software design.

http://graduate.carleton.ca/
programs/human-computerinteraction-masters/

Carleton University

Communications

MA

1-2 year

Carleton’s master’s degree in communications analyzes critical questions that shape our communication, media and information flow in
today’s complex society.

http://graduate.carleton.ca/
programs/communicationmasters/

York University

Design

MDes

2 year
FT

The Master of Design (MDes) program is a two-year, practice-based
program that investigates cultural, social, cognitive, and technological
dimensions of communication design, information design, interaction
design, motion graphics and design studies within the parameters of
Visual Communication/Graphic Design. It prepares graduates for careers
as designers, design theorists/researchers and educators by engaging
students in design practice, theory, methodology, research and management strategies.

http://futurestudents.yorku.
ca/graduate/programs/
design
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Université du
Québec à Montréal

École des arts visuels
et médiatiques

MA

N/A

Le programme de maîtrise en arts visuels et médiatiques vise à former
l’étudiant à la recherche-création et à favoriser le développement
de sa pratique et d’une réflexion critique en tenant compte des
problématiques et des enjeux actuels en art et en éducation artistique.
Deux concentrations sont offertes : l’une en création, axée sur la
recherche et les pratiques en arts visuels et médiatiques, l’autre en
éducation, sur les problématiques issues de recherches et de pratiques
en éducation artistique. Ces deux concentrations sont liées par des
séminaires communs favorisant une interaction entre les champs de
l’art et de l’éducation artistique.

http://www.programmes.
uqam.ca/3574

Université Laval

Design multimédia

MFA

10 months
FT
PT possible

Ce programme de maîtrise a pour objectif la formation de spécialistes
en design d’interfaces. Le cadre théorique central du programme est
l’ergonomie cognitive. Le Web est le principal média à l’étude, et ce,
dans ses diverses formes (institutionnelle, transactionnelle, classique,
portable, intranet, etc.). D’autres genres sont aussi très souvent à
l’étude, comme le jeu vidéo, les interfaces systèmes, les interfaces de
bases de données, les divers produits multimédias, etc.

http://www2.ulaval.ca/les-etudes/
infocyclessup/consultation.
html?tx_stinfobac_pi1%5Bfiche_
uid%5D=430
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